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ABSTRACT

As a next-generation blockchain solutions platform, CybChain efficiently 
links the latest blockchain technology services with various real-world 
scenarios and use cases. CybChain envisions to provide people with a 
superior solutions platform that will address and solve current issues 
regarding factors such as speed, cost and scalability.  

In the present day, technologies for blockchain fall short of giving 
people what they need in order to design and build decentralized 
platforms that are secure, transparent, efficient and effective.  

Therefore, CybChain.org hereby introduces CybChain, a blockchain 
solutions platform which utilizes cutting-edge technologies to develop 
independent decentralized blockchain applications.
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1.2 Existing Problems



1.1 INDUSTRY BACKGROUND

Blockchain technology has gained increasing attention from various 
communities and areas. In the technology world, it has been recognized 
as the key to enter the new technological revolution. The transparency, 
traceability, immutability and decentralization of blockchain-empowered 
systems more secure and trust-worthy than any repository under the 
control of centralized entities. Blockchain is believed to be the cure to 
trust and security problems of transactions across industries. 

Blockchain is the first distributed ledger record system and infrastructure 
that attempts to be trust-free and immutable. It aims to protect the 
security and publicity of transactions, ensure the fair execution of pre-
agreed transaction rules. Blockchain technology can be used to create 
decentralized systems in fields such as finance, investment 
management, credit, the Internet of Things (IoT), supply chain and 
resource sharing. The application of blockchain technology can help 
these fields  enter a new era of development.



1.1 INDUSTRY BACKGROUND

What is Blockchain? 

The concept of blockchain can date back to 2008, when a paper called 
“Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System” was published by 
Satoshi Nakamoto. This paper was the first to propose the idea of 
blockchain, and stated that blockchain technology can be used to solve 
the security problem of digital currencies.  

In addition to replacing the third-party intermediaries of transactions, 
blockchain has also been used to build decentralized platforms that are 
transparent and trust-free. On blockchain-based platforms, every single 
transaction record is stored on the blockchain, and there are tens of 
thousands of computers serving as system nodes that each keeps a 
copy of the complete database ledger with all transaction histories. . 
These ledger data is open to everyone around the world, and its security 
and authenticity are protected by the running algorithms and 
consensus.



1.2 EXISTING PROBLEMS

‣ Lack of Data Transparency 

Most of the current major platforms are centralized, where the data is 
solely owned and managed by the platforms and users or other 
related parties don’t have direct access to the data. This non-
transparency can limit the credibility of the platforms. 

‣ Lack of Control 

Most of the current platforms utilize centralized algorithms to 
manipulate information and content distribution. Some platforms 
even exploit user attention for their own gain, which negatively 
influences user experience.

What existing problems can Blockchain solve? 

Blockchain technology can be used to solve the following issues of 
today’s centralized platforms:



‣ Digital Ad Fraud 

The opaque advertising system of current centralized platforms 
creates space for ad fraud, as most platforms’ data is not transparent. 

‣ Lack of Quality Content 

The centralized platforms don’t provide enough incentives for 
content creators and platform users. The generic valuation standard 
based on traffic can give rise to vulgar content. 

‣ Unfair Content Rewards 

In most centralized platforms, content providers cannot get their fair 
share of reward for quality content since the platform takes full 
control of the traffic revenue. 

‣ Lack of Security 

Most of the current centralized platforms face the problem of data 
centralization, where user data security, privacy protection and social 
stability face risks.

1.2 EXISTING PROBLEMS



‣ Lack of Participation 

Many of the centralized platforms’ users feel distanced from the 
platform. Some platforms even stand on the opposite side of their 
users with conflicts of interest, giving users a lack of belonging and 
participation. 

‣ Complex Structure 

Most of the current major platforms are facing the issue of a 
fragmented and complex ecosystem. Intermediaries trying to cut-in 
between the platforms and their users make the ecosystems more 
and more complex and opaque, raising the cost to operate and 
maintain the platforms. 

‣ Low Payment Efficacy 

User groups of centralized platforms also suffer from low payment 
efficacy of these platforms. When the expenses and revenues are 
being calculated and split, people face the risk of fraud and low 
efficacy caused by non-transparent data and complicated payment 
processes.

1.2 EXISTING PROBLEMS



2. THE CYBCHAIN SOLUTION

2.1 Overview 

2.2 Technical Advantages



With blockchain possessing the power and potential to solve the above 
existing problems in current centralized platforms across industries, 
CybChain.org's CybChain platform aims to provide turnkey blockchain-
based solutions and help clients build their own decentralized 
applications. 

CybChain is a blockchain solutions platform that builds decentralized 
applications (dApps) based on independent public blockchains 
deployed on the CybChain network, which is built on EOS and uses the 
most advanced Delegated-Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) consensus algorithm 
architecture to achieve better scalability and faster transaction 
verification speed.  

By actively educating people on the benefits of decentralized platforms 
and helping them build applications that utilize the power of blockchain, 
CybChain will nurture and serve those blockchain applications that can 
change the world. With the aim of becoming the infrastructure that links 
the real world with the blockchain world, CybChain aspire to provide a 
blockchain solutions platform that can build decentralized applications  
for clients and introduce them to the blockchain world.

2.1 OVERVIEW



CybChain is a blockchain solutions platform built on CybChain, an 
independent blockchain that can be used to deploy other blockchains 
and support various decentralized applications. CybChain has the 
following technical advantages compared to existing blockchain 
systems: 

2.2 TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES

‣ High Scalability and Speed 

With the latest and most advanced Delegated-Proof-of-Stake (DPoS) 
architecture, CybChain is able to deliver millions of transactions per 
second where an average transaction can be confirmed within 1.5 
seconds after it is broadcasted. 

‣ Zero Usage Fee (or Gas Fee or Transaction Fee) 

CybChain users do not need to worry about high usage fees, which 
they face when using the Ethereum network. As of 2018, the average 
usage fee on Ethereum was over $0.85, and in July the average fee 
almost reached $6. Whereas for CybChain, users will not be charged 
any usage fee.



2.2 TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES

‣ Account Security 

CybChain builds decentralized applications with secure accounts that 
are controlled via the usage of encrypted private keys, which are 
strings of letters and numbers that are unique to the account. This 
provides users with full and sole control of their account.  

‣ Ease of Use 

CybChain also provides users with the feature to assign unique and 
readable user names to their account, making the system more user-
friendly as users won’t need to memorize and use the long and 
confusing strings of letters and numbers. This makes CybChain and 
the decentralized applications deployed on top of it accessible for 
mass adoption. 

‣ Highly Customized Smart Contracts 

CybChain create, compile and deploys smart contracts that are highly 
customizable according to clients’ needs and will automatically 
execute based on  pre-defined rules.



2.2 TECHNICAL ADVANTAGES

‣ User-friendly Account Management System 

CybChain’s signature User Account Management System is a critical 
component of its infrastructure and of the decentralized App platforms 
developed on CybChain. The system supports the following features and 
advantages: 

(1) Account creation with crypto wallet auto-generation: When a user 
creates an account, a built-in crypto wallet will be automatically generated 
and assigned to the user, which can be used to store and manager the 
user’s crypto assets. 

(2) Account import from device keychain / keystore: This provides a secure 
container for the decentralized platforms to store account information on 
local devices and protect the information with end-to-end encryption, 
where data is protected with a cryptographic key. 

(3) Single device login: Each user is only allowed to sign in from one 
device at a time, which provides higher level of protection and better 
security mechanism to control access from device. 

(4) Account backup via QR code: CybChain allows users to backup their 
accounts with encrypted QR code images, which are personalized and 
encrypted with user-specific security questions. This provides better 
security than traditional mnemonic phrases, while also being easier to use.



3. TECHNOLOGY ARCHITECTURE

3.1 Platform Model 

3.2 DApps



3.1 PLATFORM MODEL
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Figure 1. CybChain Platform Model



3.1 PLATFORM MODEL

Figure 1. is a graph that describes CybChain’s platform model. 
CybChain is based on EOS infrastructure and all its futures are fully 
ported over to CybChain.  

CybChain platform level provides basic services such as building 
independent public blockchains for clients and deploying customized 
smart contracts. 

Individual decentralized application are then developed on top of the  
CybChain platform level, and are based on the independent public 
blockchains built on CybChain. These applications  can include a Web UI 
interface, an iOS mobile App and an Android mobile App. CybChain can 
help clients create decentralized media Apps, decentralized social Apps, 
decentralized gaming Apps and other decentralized applications.



3.2 DAPPS

Examples of decentralized applications build on CybChain include: 

‣ AdRolling - a decentralized advertising App 

‣ LiveGram - a decentralized social video App

3.2.1 AdRolling 

AdRolling is a decentralized digital ad publishing and distribution 
network application platform built on the AdRolling Chain, which is 
deployed on CybChain. All related data and transactions are stored on 
the AdRolling Chain, making both public, transparent and immutable. 
This ensures the safety and authenticity of the platform users’ digital 
assets and information.  

AdRolling utilizes cutting-edge LBS real-time location-tracking 
technology to deliver mobile ads published by users. Location-based 
advertising can help users better understand their potential audience, 
observe target customer characteristics, accurately place ads, monitor 
and adjust ad placement areas to optimize advertising effectiveness and 
to maximize the advertising reach.



The platform also uses smart contracts that automatically follow pre-
defined rules to ensure the fairness and efficiency of the platform’s 
payment split, making sure all user groups are fairly rewarded. 

On the AdRolling platform, every user can freely publish and spread 
advertising content. When each ad is published, the user needs to select 
the target area of ad delivery and pay the respected Region Token 
holder a certain amount of System Tokens based on user density of that 
region. 

The target area selected when publishing an ad determines where the 
ad will be placed. Users can choose any location in the platform’s map 
display and browse through the ad content placed there. This targeted 
LBS advertising mechanism enables users to customize and publish 
advertising content based on a certain target audience group, which 
ensure higher viewers’ interest and relativity, improving the performance 
of the ad.

3.2 DAPPS



When a platform user views, comments or shares a published LBS 
mobile ad, the user can receive System Token rewards from the 
publisher for engagement. The reward process is monitored and 
executed through blockchain-based smart contracts, ensuring the 
fairness and efficiency of the payment mechanism. 

The AdRolling platform also has a user registration reward mechanism, a 
user invitation reward mechanism and a quality content reward 
mechanism in place to encourage users to join the platform and 
participate in platform activities such as inviting new users and 
contributing quality content.  

The AdRolling platform aims to provide users with an innovative 
blockchain-based LBS digital advertising network platform that is 
transparent, trustworthy, secure and efficient.

3.2 DAPPS



3.2 DAPPS

Figure 2. AdRolling App Display



3.2.2 LiveGram 

LiveGram is a decentralized social media application platform built on 
the CybChain-based LiveGram Chain. All platform-related data and 
transactions are stored on the LiveGram Chain, making both public, 
transparent and immutable. This ensures the safety and authenticity of 
the platform users’ digital assets and information. 

The platform utilizes patented LBS real-time location-tracking 
technology and live-streaming technology to allow users to post and 
share short videos with location marks. On LiveGram, people can create 
and share location-based videos that capture the valuable moments of 
their lives. 

The platform also has automatic blockchain-based reward mechanisms 
that use smart contracts with pre-defined rules to fairly reward user 
groups including content creators, platform contributors and ad viewers.

3.2 DAPPS



LiveGram also has automatic blockchain-based reward mechanisms that 
use smart contracts with pre-defined rules to fairly reward user groups 
including content creators, platform contributors and ad viewers. 

LiveGram uses blockchain technology to ensure that users are fairly 
rewarded for contributing quality content. Each posted short video is a 
digital asset stored on the blockchain. When a user’s posted video 
receives likes, the activity will be recorded on the LiveGram Chain and 
the user will be rewarded by the platform. All ‘liking’ and ‘rewarding’ 
history is publicly stored on the blockchain and cannot be altered. This 
enhances the authenticity and transparency of the platform, and 
encourages users to create more quality content and build a better 
community. 

The platform also provides users with a built-in crypto wallet, which 
makes users’ transactions easier and more secure on the platform. When 
the user receives a reward from the platform or advertiser, tokens will be 
directly transferred to the wallet. When the user purchases a Pay-Per-
View video, tokens will be directly transferred to the content provider. 
This further ensures the transparency and authenticity of the platform. 

3.2 DAPPS



The LiveGram platform aims to redefine the social media 
experience and build a next-generation LBS social video platform 
with users and quality content at its core. The platform provides 
high platform transparency and fairness.

3.2 DAPPS

Figure 3. LiveGram App Display



4. ROADMAP



4. ROADMAP

2018 Q2 
CybChain  

Initial Blockchain 
Deployed

2018 Q4 
CybChain System 
Fully Completed

2019 Q1 
First DApp AdRolling 

Release 

2018 Q3 
CybChain  

Base Infrastructure 
Finished 

2019 Q2 
Second DApp LiveGram 

Release 



5. SUMMARY



5. SUMMARY

CybChain envisions to provide people with a 

superior solutions platform that will address 

and solve current issues regarding factors 

such as speed, cost and scalability. 
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